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A new spread estimator
Michael Bleaney • Zhiyong Li
Abstract A new estimator of bid-ask spreads is presented. When the trade direction is
known, any estimate of the spread is associated with a unique series of conjectural mid-
prices derived by adjusting the observed transaction price by half the estimated spread. It is
shown that the covariance of successive conjectural mid-price returns is maximised (or
least negative) when the estimated spread is equal to the true spread. A search procedure to
maximise this covariance may therefore be used to estimate the true spread. The perfor-
mance of this estimator under various conditions is examined both theoretically and with
Monte Carlo simulations. The simulations confirm the theoretical results. The performance
of the estimator is good.
Keywords Bid-ask spread  Feedback trading  Estimation
1 Introduction
Bid-ask spreads are important measures of liquidity in financial markets. Developing
efficient spread estimators has been a lively area of research for several decades. The
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development of electronic trading in the major markets has reduced spreads and made them
more transparent, since quoted spreads are often recorded. Nevertheless spread estimation
is still important for less liquid markets and where ‘‘price improvement’’ occurs, i.e. where
the trader obtains a better price for the transaction than that quoted to them.
Bid-ask spread estimators can be divided into two groups: the Roll family of estimators
which are based on the serial correlation of transaction returns (Roll 1984; Glosten and
Harris 1988; Choi et al. 1988; Stoll 1989; George et al. 1991; Laux and Senchack 1994;
Huang and Stoll 1997 and Hasbrouck 2004, 2009), and other estimators such as Lesmond
et al. (1999), Holden (2009), Goyenko et al. (2009) and Corwin and Schultz (2012).
One issue that has received little attention is the effect on spread estimators of feedback
trading (order flows reacting to price returns). Feedback trading has been empirically
recorded in stock markets by Hasbrouck (1991) and Nofsinger and Sias (1999), in futures
markets by Lin et al. (2005), in foreign exchange markets by Danı´elsson and Love (2006)
and in bond markets by Dean and Faff (1990). Time aggregation of data can artificially
introduce apparent feedback trading if order flows drive returns, as Danı´elsson and Love
(2006) point out. Long et al. (1990) provide a theoretical model of feedback trading.
Huang and Stoll (1997) estimator is biased in the presence of feedback trading, as is the
entire family of Roll-type estimators (Bleaney and Li 2015).
In this essay we introduce a new trial-and-error method of estimating the spread that has
the same data requirements as the Huang and Stoll 1997 model (the HS model thereafter) in
that it uses trade direction aswell as return information, butwhich performs better than theHS
model in certain circumstances, and specifically in the presence of feedback trading. When
transaction prices and the direction of transactions are known, any estimate of the spread is
associated with an estimate of themid-price for each transaction. The proposedmethod relies
on the fact that, under certain assumptions, the estimated covariance of current and lagged
mid-price returns will be maximized (or least negative) when the estimated spread is equal to
the true spread. A search to maximize this estimated covariance should therefore yield an
accurate estimate of the spread. The assumptions are thatmid-price returns are independent of
past, current and future order flows. This happens if order flows do not react to returns (no
feedback trading), and returns do not react to order flows (no price adjustment by dealers for
inventory control or precautionary reasons). As with the HS estimator, information on
transaction data and order flows is needed. Like the HS estimator, our new estimator is biased
in the presence of feedback trading, but substantially less biased than the HS estimator.
When order flows are unknown, one may apply the method introduced in Hasbrouck (2004,
2009) to obtain order flows before using our estimator, as is the case with the HS estimator. The
combination of our new estimator andHasbrouck’smethod should generate satisfactory estimates.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces a new estimator based
on conjectures about the spread. Section 3 discusses the possible biases of this estimator
under the existence of feedback trading and the price impact of orders. Section 4 compares
the performance of the new estimator with that of the Roll, Huang–Stoll and Corwin–Schultz
estimators using simulation evidence for sampling frequencies ranging from 1 min to 24 h.
The simulations show the average estimation error as well as the bias of each estimator for
each experiment. Section 5 discusses the results of simulations. Section 6 concludes.
2 A new estimator
In this section, we introduce a new estimator based on conjectures about the spread. We
show that under ideal conditions the new estimator is unbiased.2
The intuition is simple. We make a conjecture about the spread and calculate
conjectural mid-price returns according to the conjecture. The conjectural error (the
difference between the conjecture and the true spread) influences the covariance be-
tween two adjacent conjectural mid-price returns. It will be shown that the series of
true mid-price returns has the greatest covariance among all other series of conjectural
mid-price returns. Therefore, after trying conjectural spreads and calculating the cor-
responding conjectural mid-price returns and the covariances, we use the conjectural
spreads which correspond to the series with the greatest covariance as the estimate of
the true spread.
The bid-ask spread is the difference between the ask price and the bid price. Let st be
the transaction price which is the ask (bid) price if a buy (sell) order is executed. Trans-
action prices can be divided into two parts. One is the bid-ask spread and the other is the
unobserved mid-price. Formally, the price is given by:
st ¼ Mt þ SP
2
 BSt ð1Þ
where Mt is the mid-price. SP is the effective bid-ask spread, and BS is the trade indicator
which shows the direction of the trade. BS ¼ 1 if there is a buy order and BS ¼ 1 if there
is a sell order. Then the transaction price return is given by:
Dst ¼ DMt þ SP
2
ðBSt  BSt1Þ ð2Þ
where D is the first order difference operator. The spread will enlarge (reduce) the observed
return when the change in the trade direction has the same (opposite) sign as the mid-price
change. If the trade direction does not change (BSt  BSt1 ¼ 0), the observed return is
equal to the mid-price change.
We assume that returns are uncorrelated with past, current or future order flows. This
means that there is no feedback trading (order flows do not react to past returns), and no
adjustment of prices to order flows for inventory control or precautionary reasons. These
are the ideal conditions for the estimator. If we have a conjecture about the spread, the
error of the conjecture is given by:
Xt ¼ SPt  fSPt ð3Þ
where fSPt is the conjecture, and Xt is the conjectural error. All the symbols with 
represent conjecture values.
We assume that the spread is fixed throughout the series. Thus the spread and its
conjecture and the conjectural error are fixed.
X ¼ SP fSP ð4Þ
A conjectural mid-price series ( eMt) can be obtained from conjectural spreads.
eMt ¼ st  1
2
fSPBSt ð5Þ
If we re-arrange the equation above, one can find that the difference between the true mid-
price and its conjecture is half the conjectural error:3
eMt ¼ Mt þ 1
2
SPBSt  1
2
fSPBSt
¼ Mt þ 1
2
BStðSP fSPÞ
¼ Mt þ 1
2
BStX
ð6Þ
Then the mid-price return is given by:
D eMt ¼ DMt þ 1
2
XBSt  1
2
XBSt1 ð7Þ
We now show that under ideal conditions a trial-and-error method can identify the true
spread.
Definition 1 Let A be a set of all conjectures of the true spread A ¼ ffSP1; fSP2;    ; fSPng
Definition 2 Let B be a set of covariances of two adjacent conjectural mid-price returns
obtained according to the conjecture of the true spread B ¼ fCov1;Cov2;    ;Covng, where
Covi ¼ Cov½ eMðgSPiÞt; eMðgSPiÞt1.
Proposition 1 If there is no feedback trading, and no inventory control or asymmetric
information components of the spread, then the spread and its conjecture, and thus the
conjectural error, are serially independent or are fixed. If a conjecture of the spread fSPi 2
A corresponds to Covi ¼ maxðBÞ, it equals the true spread i.e. fSPi ¼ SP.
Proof The full proof is in the Appendix. The covariance of two adjacent conjectures of
mid-price returns is:
CovðD eMt;D eMt1Þ ¼ Ef½D eMt  EðD eMtÞ½D eMt1  EðD eMt1Þg ð8Þ
Assume the expectation of the conjectural mid-prices is zero. Thus, the equation above can
be written as:
CovðD eMt;D eMt1Þ ¼ E½D eMt  D eMt1
¼ E DMt þ 1
2
XBSt  1
2
XBSt1ÞðDMt1 þ 1
2
XBSt1  1
2
XBSt2
  
ð9Þ
As shown in the Appendix, the assumptions imply that BS is independent of DM at all
dates, so many terms in (9) are zeros. The variable BS is a binary variable (1 or 1), thus
EðBS2t1Þ ¼ 1. Then we can finally obtain:
CovðD eMt;D eMt1Þ
¼ CovðDMt  DMt1Þ þ 1
4
X2  ½2EðBSt  BSt1Þ  EðBSt  BSt2Þ  1
ð10Þ
The right hand side of the equation is a quadratic polynomial of the expectation of the error of
the conjecture. For a given series, the first term on the right hand side is a constant. It is
straightforward that when the error is zero (i.e.X ¼ 0), the second term is zero. Furthermore,
whenX ¼ 0, there is a global extreme for the right hand side polynomial, symmetrically, the
left hand side of the equation CovðD eMt;D eMt1Þ is also at the extreme value:4
arg max
X
CovðD eMt;D eMt1Þ ¼ 0 ð11Þ
When the conjectural error is zero, the conjectural spread is the true spread:
X ¼ SP fSPi ¼ 0 ð12Þ
Therefore the conjectural spread which maximises the covariance equals the true spread.
arg max
eSPi2A
CovðD eMt;D eMt1Þ ¼ SP ð13Þ
Q.E.D. h
Proposition 1 sheds light on the spread estimation. The most important point is that at
the extreme point, the expectation of conjectural spread equals that of the true spread.
Therefore, one can apply a search procedure to estimate the true spread.
More specifically, the first step of the estimation is to choose a conjectural spread (fSPi).
Secondly, calculate the conjectural mid-prices ( eMi), and then the conjectural returns
(D eMt;i) using the conjectural spread according to Eq. (5). Thirdly, calculate the covariance
of two adjacent returns of conjectural mid-prices (CovðD eMt;i;D eMt1;iÞi). Fourthly, repeat
the first three steps enough times to draw a curve of the covariance against the conjectural
spread. Finally, find the maximum point of the curve and the conjectural spread corre-
sponding to the maximum point is the estimate of the spread. Because the curve is a
negative parabola, there is no need to try all possible values of the spread, instead, one can
stop when the shape of a negative parabola appears.
Figure 1 presents the intuition underlying Proposition 1 for the simple case where the
true mid-price does not change over three periods. It shows the general relationships
between the returns of true mid-prices and the returns of conjectural mid-prices, when only
transaction prices and the direction of transactions are known. The conjectural spread here
is less than the true spread (x[ 0). The conjectural mid-prices are obtained from Eq. (5)
using transaction prices, given a conjectural spread. The dotted lines are conjectural mid-
prices and the solid lines are true mid-prices or transaction prices. A and B represent the ask
and bid prices respectively; these are the prices that are actually observed. M and eM
represent the true mid-price and the conjecture of it respectively. D is the first-order
difference operator. X is the error of the conjecture which is the difference between the true
spread and the conjectural spread, or equivalently, between the true mid-price and the
conjectural mid-price.
There is a sell order in period t  2, and, thus, the bid price is recorded. There is a buy
order in period t  1, and thus the ask price is recorded. There is a sell order in period t,
and thus the bid price is recorded. Because the conjectural spread is less than the true
spread, in periods t  2 and t, the conjectural mid-prices are 0:5  X less than the true ones,
and in period t  1, the conjectural mid-price is 0:5  X greater than the true one.
Between periods t  2 and t  1, the trade direction changes from selling to buying, so
the conjectural error makes the conjectural mid-price return greater than the true mid-price
return (D eMt1 ¼ DMt1 þ X ¼ X).
Between periods t  1 and t, the trade direction switches back from buying to selling, so
the conjectural error partially cancels the true mid-price return (D eMt ¼ DMt  X ¼ X).
When the trade direction does not change, the returns of the conjectural mid-prices and of
the true mid-prices are the same. 5
In the case shown in Fig. 1, the covariance of two adjacent returns of true mid-prices is
zero because the mid-price is fixed. The covariance of two adjacent conjectural mid-price
returns is, however, negative. This is because, when the spread is underestimated, the
conjectural mid-price returns take on some of the negative serial correlation of the
transaction price series induced by the spread (as in Roll (1984) analysis of the effect of the
spread on the serial covariance of transaction price returns, the cases where the trade
direction does not switch make no difference).
Now consider the opposite case where the spread is over-estimated (but true mid-price
returns are still zero as in Fig. 1). Then the conjectural mid-price would be below the true
mid-price in periods t  2 and t, and above it in period t  1, so in this case also the
conjectural mid-price series has negative serial covariance that is not present in the true
mid-price series.
3 Errors of the new estimator
3.1 Feedback trading and the new estimator
In this section, we discuss the impact of feedback trading on the performance of the
estimator.
Fig. 1 The Conjecture of the Spread. The figure show the general relationships between the returns of true
mid-prices and the returns of conjectural mid-prices, when only transaction prices and the directions of
transactions are known. The conjectural spread here is less than the true spread. The conjectural mid-prices
are obtained from Eq. (5) using transaction prices, given a conjectural spread. The dotted lines are
conjectural mid-prices and the solid lines are true mid-prices or transaction prices. A and B represent the ask
and bid prices respectively; these are the prices that are actually observed. M and eM represent the true mid-
price and the conjecture of it respectively. D is the first-order difference operator. X is the error of the
conjecture which is the difference between the true spread and the conjectural spread, or equivalently,
between the true mid-price and the conjectural mid-price. There is a sell order in period t  2, and, thus, the
bid price is recorded. There is a buy order in period t  1, and thus the ask price is recorded. There is a sell
order in period t, and thus the bid price is recorded. Because the conjectural spread is less than the true
spread, the in periods t  2 and t, the conjectural mid-prices are 0:5  X less than the true ones, and in period
t  1, the conjectural mid-price is 0:5  X greater than the true one. Between periods t  2 and t  1, the
trade direction changes from selling to buying, so the conjectural error makes the conjectural mid-price
return greater than the true mid-price return (D eMt1 ¼ DMt1 þ X ¼ X). Between periods t  1 and t, the
trade direction switches back from buying to selling, so the conjectural error partially cancels the true mid-
price return (D eMt ¼ DMt  X ¼ X). When the trade direction does not change, the returns of the
conjectural mid-prices and of the true mid-prices are the same.
6
We assume that the mid-price returns can be written as follows:
DMt ¼ t ð14Þ
where t is a shock which is not influenced by order flows.
If feedback trading exists, order flows are influenced by the shocks. Formally, the
covariance between order flows and the shocks is not zero:
Covðt1  BSt1Þ ¼ Eðt1  BSt1Þ 6¼ 0
Covðt1  BStÞ ¼ Eðt1  BStÞ 6¼ 0
ð15Þ
We assume a quote-driven market in which traders receive price quotes, and therefore
observe the shock (t1) before placing the order (BSt1). Then we define the covariance
between t1 and BSt1 as current feedback trading (one-period feedback trading). The
influence of the shock may persist in the next period, i.e. the shock t1 may influence the
order flow in period t as well. We define the covariance between t1 and BSt as lagged
feedback trading (two-period feedback trading).
Proposition 2 If there is feedback trading (Eqs. 15 are valid), and no inventory control or
asymmetric information components of the spread, then the spread and its conjecture, and
thus the conjectural error, are serially independent or are fixed. If a conjecture of the spread
fSPi 2 A corresponds to Covi ¼ maxðBÞ, then fSPi ¼ SPþ Eðt1  BSt1Þ  Eðt1  BStÞ.
Proof With the existence of feedback trading, the covariance between two adjacent
conjectures of mid-price returns is (the detail of the deduction is presented in Appendix 2
and ‘‘Feedback trading’’ in Appendix 3):
CovðD eMt;D eMt1Þ ¼ EðD eMt  D eMt1Þ
¼ Eðt  t1Þ þP1  X2 þP2  X
ð16Þ
where
P1 ¼ 1
4
E 2BSt1  BSt2  BSt  BSt2  1½ 
P2 ¼ 1
2
E BSt1  t1 þ BSt  t1½ 
ð17Þ
Equation (16) suggests that when there is feedback trading, the covariance of the con-
jectural mid-price returns (CovðD eMt;D eMt1Þ) contains a linear term in the conjectural
errors (X) as well as a quadratic one, so the value of X which maximises the polynomial is
no longer zero.In other words, the estimator is biased.
We now discuss possible errors that arise if we still estimate the spread by maximising
the covariance between two adjacent conjectures of mid-price returns CovðD eMt;D eMt1Þ,
as suggested in the previous section. The estimate is given by:
cSP ¼ 2P1SPþP2
2P1
 
ð18Þ
where cSP is obtained when X maximises CovðD eMt;D eMt1Þ, and is the estimate of the true
spread. 7
In the presence of feedback trading, the estimated spread should be (the detail of the
deduction is presented in ‘‘Feedback trading’’ of Appendix 3):
cSP ¼ SP 4P2
¼ SPþ Eðt1  BSt1Þ  Eðt1  BStÞ
ð19Þ
Q.E.D. h
Equation (19) suggests the estimator will overestimate the spread if there is positive
feedback trading and vice versa. It is of interest that, unlike the other estimators, the total
influence of feedback trading on the estimator includes two period-feedback trading
(Eðt1  BStÞ). If order flows do not exhibit serial autocorrelation, which may be because
the influence of the mid-price shocks is persistent, there is only current feedback trading
(Eðt1  BSt1Þ). One may define the difference between current and lagged feedback
trading net feedback trading. Because the signs of current feedback trading and lagged
feedback trading in Eq. (19) are different, the positive autocorrelation of order flows can
reduce the influence of feedback trading and vice versa. Because of hot-potato trading,
order flows, especially in the tick-by-tick case, tend to be positively autocorrelated. Thus,
the influence of net feedback trading on our estimator is not as big as on the others.
When there is no feedback trading (P2 ¼ 0), and no autocorrelated order flows
(EðBSt1  BSt2Þ ¼ 0 and P1 ¼ 1), the equation above becomes:
cSP ¼ SP ð20Þ
and thus,
X ¼ 0 ð21Þ
The equations above suggest that under the ideal conditions, Eq. (16) reduce to the simple
version of the estimator and in this circumstance, the estimator is unbiased.
Consider now the impact of feedback trading in the HS model. The HS model is given
by:
Dst ¼ SP
2
BSt þ ðaþ b 1Þ SP
2
BSt1  a SP
2
ð1 2hÞBSt2 þ t ð22Þ
where a and b represent the weights of the asymmetric information and inventory control
components of the spread respectively. h is the probability of order reversal. a, b and h are
concerning with the spread decomposition. In this paper, we focus on the coefficient of
BSt, i.e. bSP
2
.
When there is feedback trading, the estimated value from the HS model bSP
2
is as follows:
cSP
2
¼ SP
2
þ EðBSt; tÞ ð23Þ
Then, the HS model error will be
Error ¼ 2  EðBSt; tÞ ð24Þ
Equation (24) suggests that when there is positive feedback trading, the HS estimator
overestimates the true spread and vice versa. In particular, when there is only current
feedback trading, the bias in the HS estimator is twice as large as that of our new estimator.8
3.2 Price impact and the new estimator
In this section, we discuss the impact of inventory holding costs (IC) and asymmetric
information costs (AS) on the performance of the estimator. Under these conditions, the HS
estimator performs well, because it explicitly incorporates these effects.
When there are IC&AS components in the spread, the mid-price return is given by:
DMt ¼ 1
2
.SPBSt1 þ t ð25Þ
where mid-price returns are influenced by the past order flow (Evans and Lyons 2002), . is
the fraction of the components of the spread and t is a shock which is not influenced by
order flows.
Proposition 3 If there is no feedback trading, and the mid-price is influenced by past
trades, then the spread and its conjecture, and thus the conjectural error, are serially
independent or are fixed. If a conjecture of the spread fSPi 2 A corresponds to
Covi ¼ maxðBÞ, then fSP ¼ 1 .2
   SP.
Proof The conjecture of the mid-price return is given by:
D eMt ¼ DMt þ 1
2
XBSt  1
2
XBSt1
¼ 1
2
ð. 1ÞXBSt1 þ 1
2
XBSt þ 1
2
.ðSP XÞBSt1 þ t
ð26Þ
Then the covariance between two adjacent conjectures of mid-price returns is (the detail of
the deduction is presented in Appendix 2 and ‘‘Inventory Control and Asymmetric In-
formation Components’’ of Appendix 3):
CovðD eMt;D eMt1Þ
¼ EðD eMt  D eMt1Þ
¼ Eðt  t1Þ þP1  X2 þ .P3  ðSP XÞ  X
þ 1
4
.2ðBSt1  BSt2Þ  ½ðSP XÞ2
ð27Þ
where
P1 ¼ 1
4
E ð. 1Þ2ðBSt1  BSt2Þ þ ð. 1ÞBSt  BSt2 þ ð. 1Þ þ ðBSt1  BSt2Þ
h i
P3 ¼ 1
4
E½1þ 2ð. 1ÞðBSt1  BSt2Þ þ BSt  BSt2 ð28Þ
Equation (27) suggests that when there are IC&AS components, the covariance of the
conjectural mid-price returns (CovðD eMt;D eMt1Þ) is no longer a function of conjectural
errors (X) only but also a function of the true spread (SP).
Unlike the simple version of the estimator, the right hand side of Eq. (61) is quadratic in
SP Xð Þ and X instead of X only. The covariance of adjacent conjectural mid-price
returns will not be maximised when X ¼ 0. In other words, the estimator will be biased.
We now discuss possible errors if we still let SP Xð Þ which maximises the covariance
between two adjacent conjectures of mid-price returns CovðD eMt;D eMt1Þ be the estimate
of the true spread. Thus, the estimate is given by:9
cSP ¼  2P1SPþP3SP.
2 P1 þ 14EðBSt1  BSt2Þ.2 P3.
 
" #
ð29Þ
where cSP is the value of SP Xð Þ which maximises CovðD eMt;D eMt1Þ, and is the estimate
of the true spread.
When there are IC&AS components of the spread. The estimated spread should be (the
detail of the deduction is presented in ‘‘Inventory Control and Asymmetric Information
Components’’ of Appendix 3):
cSP ¼ 1 .
2
 	
 SP ð30Þ
Q.E.D. h
Equation (30) suggests that when the transaction cost is not the only component of the
spread, the estimator will underestimate the true spread. In the simulation section, an
adjustment will be introduced to overcome this issue.
When there are no IC&AS components of the spread (. ¼ 0) and no autocorrelated
order flows (EðBSt1  BSt2Þ ¼ 0 and P1 ¼ 1 and P3 ¼ 1), the equation above
becomes:
cSP ¼ SP ð31Þ
and thus,
X ¼ 0 ð32Þ
The equations above suggest that under the ideal conditions, Eq. (29) reduces to the simple
version of the estimator and in this circumstance, the estimator is unbiased.
It can be shown that the estimator will not be influenced by the autocorrelation of order
flows.
4 Simulation experiments
In this section, simulated data are used to examine the performance of the new estimator.
The aim of this section is to assess the effects of two factors on the performance of the
estimators: mid-price changes caused by order flows (sometimes known as price impact)
and current and lagged feedback trading. The performance of the Roll, Huang and Stoll and
Corwin and Schultz models are also presented for comparison, for the reasons discussed
below.
Roll (1984) establishes a spread estimation model based on the negative serial corre-
lation of returns induced by the spread when trades switch direction. The Roll model
considers the order-processing cost only and requires only transactions prices and not trade
direction, which is frequently not known. The spread is estimated from the auto-covariance
of price returns. The limitations of the original Roll estimator are addressed in the next
generation of Roll estimators such as Glosten and Harris (1988) (adverse selection cost),
Choi et al. (1988) (autocorrelation of order flows), Stoll (1989) and George et al. (1991)
(price impact of order flows). These estimators either require additional information which
is generally not available (for example, autocorrelation of mid-prices) or are incorporated
into the HS model, so we do not consider these estimators in the comparison.10
The Huang–Stoll model is an obvious comparator since it is the standard model to use
when trade direction is known. The Corwin–Schultz estimator is used since it appears to be
the best of several low-frequency estimators. Goyenko et al. (2009) and Corwin and
Schultz (2012) show that the Corwin–Schultz estimator is better than the Lesmond et al.
(1999) estimator. The Holden (2009) low-frequency estimator cannot be evaluated by
simulation experiments.
There are 500 replications simulated for each case. There are 432,000 periods in a
replication. Let one period represent 1 min, and there is one trade per minute. Thus there
are 300 trading days (1,440 min and 1,440 trades per day). For each replication, data are
considered in various sampling periods: tick-by-tick, 5, 15 min, 1, 4, 12 and 24 h. Thus,
there are eight subgroups for each replication. For 5-min intervals, only every fifth trade is
used and the intervening trades discarded, and similarly for longer intervals.
Each replication includes data on order flows, bid-ask spreads, mid-prices, and trans-
lation prices. Data are generated according to the following system. An order has two
possible values 1 and 1. Order flows are either random or positively correlated with
current and (possibly) lagged mid-price returns (the feedback-trading case). Formally, the
order flow series is given by
BSt ¼ wFðDMt þ gDMt1Þ þ ð1 wÞ-t
w ¼ 0 or 1 ð33Þ
where BSt is the order flow, which is either random (w ¼ 0) or a function FðDMt1 þ gDMtÞ
is a function of the past mid-price returns (w ¼ 1), which suggests the existence of feedback
trading. g describes the existence of lagged feedback trading. For example, g ¼ 0:5 suggests
that lagged feedback trading is 50% weaker than current feedback trading. -t is a binomial
random variable, which follows a binomial distribution with one trial and 50% probability
i.e. Bð1; 0:5Þ. It suggests that order flows are drawn from a binomial distribution randomly
and both the buy and sell orders carry the sameweight in the series. The function FðÞ reflects
the following relationship between order flows and past mid-price returns.
BSt 
Bð1; jÞ if DMt[ 0
Bð1; 1 jÞ if DMt\0


ð34Þ
where Bð1; jÞ is a binomial distribution with one trial and j probability. When j ¼ 0:5,
there is no feedback trading, and when j[ 0:5, there is positive feedback trading and vice
versa.
Mid-price returns are generated using the following equation,
DMt ¼ .BSt1  SPt
2
þ t ð35Þ
where t follows a normal distribution with zero mean and standard deviation r; SPt is the
bid-ask spread which is assumed fixed. . is the fraction of the spread that is caused by
inventory control and asymmetric information, and thus ð1 .Þ represents the order-
processing part of the spread. When . ¼ 0, the order-processing part is the only component
of the spread, and mid-price follow a random walk process.
Transaction prices are generated by
st ¼ Mt þ SPt
2
 BSt ð36Þ
where st is the transaction price. 11
4.1 Ideal conditions
In this section, the ideal case for the estimators is considered, where order flows are
random, mid-prices follow a random walk process and the spread is fixed. Under these
circumstances, the new estimator is unbiased. Formally, the standard deviations of mid-
price returns is r ¼ 0:0002, which is similar to that observed for major currencies in
foreign exchange markets.1 Let w ¼ 0 in Eq. (33), which suggests that order flows are
random. Let . ¼ 0 in Eq. (35), which suggests that the mid-price follows a random walk
process and the spread is fixed at 0:0003. The system is given by,
BSt ¼ -t
-t Bð1; 0:5Þ
DMt ¼ t
t Nð0; 4 108Þ
SPt ¼ 0:0003
st ¼ Mt þ SPt
2
 BSt
ð37Þ
Five hundred replications, each of which has 432,000 periods, are generated according to
the system above. Each replication has eight subgroups according to various sampling
periods.
Transaction returns and order flows are used for estimations. The standard deviation of
mid-price returns is also calculated. Thus, for every subgroup, there are 500 estimated
spreads for each estimator and 500 standard deviations of mid-price returns.
The results are presented in Table 1. The first column shows the results when every
transaction is used (tick-by-tick data). The other columns show the results when the
transactions are sampled at increasingly long intervals, from 5 min to 24 h. There are four
panels which report the summary statistics and the results of the estimators respectively.
The rows in each panel are as follows. Midstd reports the average of the standard de-
viations of mid- price returns over the relevant interval. Estimates indicates the average of
estimated spreads, and Relative Estimates shows the ratio of this to the true spread. Est-Std
reports the standard deviations of the estimated spreads. RMSE is the root mean square
error, or the standard deviation of the estimates about the true spread, so it incorporates the
effect of bias as well as the standard deviation of the estimates about their own mean. It is
the best indicator of the likely error in an estimate of the spread from an individual series.
The row of Midstd shows the time interval and the standard deviation of mid-price
returns have a positive relationship, as a result of the random walk in returns. In the tick-
by-tick case, the average standard deviation of mid-price returns is 2 104 which is the
same as the setting of the system. In the 24-h case, the standard deviation is 7:58 103.
Thus the ratio of the spread to the standard deviation varies from 1:5 in the tick-by-tick
case to 0:0396 at 24 h. Spreads are harder to estimate when this ratio is smaller, and hence
the standard deviation and RMSE increase with the time interval.
1 A referee suggests that we also run simulations calibrated to the stock market. If we set the ratio of the
spread to the standard deviation of daily returns to one (i.e. the spread is much larger than in Table 1), as is
typical of the stock market, the relative performance of estimators is similar to that shown in Table 1. The
results of these simulations can be found in the online Appendix.12
It can be seen from Table 1 that both the new estimator and the HS estimator are
highly accurate in tick-by-tick data, with an RMSE of less than 0.25 % of the true spread
of 0.0003. As the sampling frequency falls, the RMSE rises quickly, exceeding 12 % of
the true spread in 1-h samples. The performance of the two estimators is extremely
similar.
Table 1 Ideal conditions
Tick 5-min 15-min 30-min 1-h 4-h 12-h 24-h
Midstd 102 0.0200 0.0447 0.0775 0.110 0.155 0.310 0.536 0.758
The new estimator
Estimates 103 0.300 0.300 0.300 0.300 0.298 0.310 0.289 0.278
Relative estimates 1 1 1 1 0.993 1.033 0.963 0.927
Est-Std 103 0.000658 0.00302 0.00884 0.0177 0.0375 0.123 0.423 0.850
RMSE 103 0.000658 0.00302 0.00884 0.0177 0.0376 0.123 0.423 0.850
Huang and Stoll (1997)
Estimates 103 0.300 0.300 0.301 0.301 0.301 0.301 0.282 0.280
Relative estimates 1 1 1.003 1.003 1.003 1.003 0.94 0.933
Est-Std  103 0.000622 0.00289 0.00898 0.0169 0.0371 0.146 0.414 0.865
RMSE  103 0.000622 0.00289 0.00904 0.0169 0.0371 0.146 0.414 0.865
Roll 1984
Estimates 103 0.300 0.300 0.299 0.296 0.276 0.401 0.927 1.49
Relative estimates 1 1 0.997 0.987 0.920 1.337 3.090 4.967
Est-Std  103 0.000853 0.00570 0.0246 0.0725 0.184 0.463 1.04 1.75
RMSE  103 0.001 0.006 0.025 0.073 0.186 0.474 1.214 2.116
Corwin and Schultz (2012)
Estimates 103 -0.0479 0.00988 0.075 0.257 0.489 0.728
Relative estimates -0.160 0.033 0.250 0.857 1.630 2.427
Est-Std  103 0.00449 0.00803 0.0169 0.0667 0.215 0.399
RMSE  103 0.348 0.290 0.226 0.079 0.286 0.585
There are 500 replications. There are 432,000 periods, each of which represents 1 min, in each replication.
Data of each replication are generated according to the following system. The order flow is drawn from a
binomial distribution, i.e. BSt Bð1; 0:5Þ. The mid-price return is drawn from a normal distribution of which
the mean is zero and the variance is 4 108, i.e. DMt Nð0; 4 108Þ. The spread is fixed and equals to
0.0003, i.e. SPt ¼ 0:0003. The transaction price is the mid-price plus or minus a half spread, i.e.
st ¼ Mt þ SPt2  BSt. Each replication is also sampled into longer time intervals: 5-min, 15-min, 30-min, 1-h,
4-h, 12-h and 24-h, and only the close observations are kept. Thus, there are eight subgroups for each
replication. For each subgroup, the standard deviation of mid-price returns, and the estimated spread are
collected
Midstd is the average of the standard deviations of mid-price returns
Estimates is the average of the estimated spreads
Relative Estimate represents the average of estimated spreads divided by the true spread. It is one if the
estimate equals the true spread
Est-Std is the standard deviation of the estimated spreads
RMSE is the Root Mean Square Error 13
4.2 One-period feedback trading
In this section, most settings are the same as the ones in Sect. 4.1 except that now order
flows are assumed to be influenced by the latest mid-price returns. Thus all the differences
of the performance of the estimators can be imputed to the existence of feedback trading.
Let w ¼ 1 and g ¼ 0, which suggests that there is only current feedback trading. Under
these circumstances, all the estimators are biased. However, the new estimator should have
the smallest error and the HS estimator should have the greatest error. Formally, let w ¼ 1
and g ¼ 0 in Eq. (33), which suggests that order flows affected by the past period mid-
price returns. Let j ¼ 0:652, which implies that there is positive net feedback trading. As in
the previous case, the spread is fixed at 0:0003. The system is given by,
BSt 
Bð1; 0:65Þ if DMt [ 0
Bð1; 0:35Þ if DMt\0


DMt ¼ t
t Nð0; 9 1012Þ
SPt ¼ 0:0003
st ¼ Mt þ SPt
2
 BSt
ð38Þ
The results are shown in Table 2. The bias in the estimators can be seen in the relative
estimate for the tick-by-tick case (a bias of ?16 % for the new estimator, and ?32 % for
the HS estimator). Since the standard deviation of the estimates is very small at short time
intervals, the RMSE is dominated by the bias in these cases (up to 30-min intervals). The
bias is slightly larger at longer time intervals for both estimators. Clearly, however, the
new estimator outperforms the HS estimator in the presence of feedback trading, as pre-
dicted by our earlier analysis.
4.3 Two-period feedback trading
In this section, most settings are the same as the ones in Sect. 4.2 except that now e add
lagged feedback trading. Let w ¼ 1 and g ¼ 0:5 which implies that there is both current
and lagged feedback trading, with lagged feedback trading in the same direction as but
50% weaker than current trading.3 Net feedback trading is the summation of them:
DMt þ0:5DMt1. In this section, order flows are random; order flows are influenced by the
past mid-price returns; and the spread is fixed. Under these circumstances, all the esti-
mators are biased. However, the new estimator should have the least error and the HS
estimator should have the greatest error. Formally, let w ¼ 1 and g ¼ 0:5 in Eq. (33),
2 We have also done some simulations with a higher value of. For j ¼ 0:85, the biases are larger in every
case than those shown in Table 2, but the relative performance of the different estimators is similar. The
results of these simulations can be found in the Online Appendix.
3 We have also carried out some simulations with lower values of g The results are intermediate between
those of Tables 2 (g ¼ 0) and 3 (g ¼ 0:5). The results of these simulations can be found in the Online
Appendix. 14
which suggests that order flows affected by past two periods mid-price returns.4 Let
j ¼ 0:65, which suggest there is positive net feedback trading. The spread is still fixed at
0:0003. The system is given by,
Table 2 One-period feedback trading
Tick 5-min 15-min 30-min 1-h 4-h 12-h 24-h
Mid-price returns SD 103 0.200 0.447 0.774 1.09 1.55 3.09 5.36 7.58
Spread/(returns SD) 1.5 0.671 0.387 0.273 0.194 0.0968 0.0560 0.0396
CovðDMt ;BStÞ  103 0.0479 0.0479 0.0479 0.0480 0.0477 0.0447 0.0584 0.0544
The new estimator
Estimation 103 0.348 0.348 0.348 0.346 0.350 0.349 0.359 0.388
Relative estimate 1.16 1.16 1.16 1.15 1.17 1.16 1.20 1.29
Est-Std 103 0.000683 0.00305 0.00923 0.0180 0.0373 0.139 0.439 0.879
RMSE 103 0.0480 0.0481 0.0489 0.0494 0.0624 0.147 0.443 0.883
Huang and Stoll (1997)
Estimates 103 0.396 0.396 0.395 0.395 0.398 0.400 0.408 0.422
Relative estimate 1.32 1.32 1.32 1.32 1.33 1.33 1.36 1.41
Est-Std 103 0.000579 0.00304 0.00889 0.0175 0.0369 0.145 0.446 0.876
RMSE 103 0.0960 0.0960 0.0954 0.0966 0.105 0.176 0.459 0.884
Roll 1984
Estimates 103 0.345 0.345 0.345 0.335 0.313 0.460 0.922 1.58
Relative estimates 1.150 1.150 1.150 1.117 1.043 1.533 3.073 5.267
Est-Std 103 0.000923 0.00528 0.0218 0.0669 0.177 0.497 1.06 1.79
RMSE 103 0.045 0.045 0.050 0.076 0.177 0.522 1.229 2.201
Corwin and Schultz (2012)
Estimates 103 0.0134 0.0458 0.112 0.3 0.548 0.784
Relative estimates 0.045 0.153 0.373 1.000 1.827 2.613
Est-Std 103 0.00439 0.00885 0.0169 0.0694 0.208 0.388
RMSE 103 0.313 0.254 0.189 0.069 0.324 0.620
There are 500 replications. There are 432,000 periods, each of which represents 1 min, in each replication.
Data of each replication are generated according to the following system. The order flow is positively
autocorrelated. The mid-price return is drawn from a normal distribution of which the mean is zero and the
variance is 4 108, i.e. DMt Nð0; 4 108Þ. Order flows is positively correlated to mid-price returns.
The probability of a buy (sell) order being after a positive (negative) return is 65%. i.e. The spread is fixed
and equals to 0.0003, i.e. BSt Bð1; 0:65Þ if DMt [ 0 and BSt Bð1; 0:35Þ if DMt\0. SPt ¼ 0:0003. The
transaction price is the mid-price plus or minus a half spread, i.e. st ¼ Mt þ SPt2  BSt . Each replication is also
sampled into longer time intervals: 5-min, 15-min, 30-min, 1-h, 4-h, 12-h and 24 h, and only the close
observations are kept. Thus, there are eight subgroups for each replication. For each subgroup, the standard
deviation of mid-price returns, and the estimated spread are collected.
CovðDMt;BStÞ is the covariance of mid-price returns and order flows, which reflects the existence of
feedback trading.
The other settings are the same as Table 1
4 One referee points out that by introducing lagged feedback trading, trade direction indicators will also
exhibit autocorrelation. Furthermore, as the referee notes, the new estimator is not influenced by autocor-
related trade direction indicators. Bleaney and Li (2015) show that the HS and the CS estimators are not
influenced by trade direction indicators, and the Roll estimator is influenced by them in the tick-by-tick case.15
BSt 
Bð1; 0:65Þ if DMt þ0:5DMt1 [ 0
Bð1; 0:35Þ if DMt þ0:5DMt1\0


DMt ¼ t
t Nð0; 9 1012Þ
SPt ¼ 0:0003
st ¼ Mt þ SPt
2
 BSt
ð39Þ
The results are presented in Table 3. The HS estimator performs slightly better than it did
in Table 2 (current feedback trading only) in the tick-by-tick case, with a bias of ?28.7 %
compared with ?32 % in Table 2. However it performs worse than in Table 2 at any
longer time interval (for example at 5 min the bias for the HS estimator rises to ?42.7 %,
compared with ?32 % in Table 2). The new estimator, by contrast, performs even better
than in Table 2 in the tick-by-tick case, because of the offsetting effect of current and
lagged feedback trading shown in Eq. (19). The bias of the new estimator is only ?7.3 %
in the tick-by-tick case, compared with ?16 % in Table 2. At longer time intervals the new
estimator, like the HS estimator, performs worse in Table 3 than in Table 2, but its bias is
substantially less at all time intervals than that of the HS estimator.
4.4 Inventory control and asymmetric information components
In this section, most settings are the same as the ones in Sect. 4.1 except that the mid-price
return is now assumed to be influenced by the past order flow, and thus there are inventory
control and the asymmetric information components to the spread. Order flow is assumed
to be random, so there is no feedback trading. Let . ¼ 1
3
, which suggests that the inventory
control and asymmetric information parts contribute one third of the total spread. Under
these circumstances, the new estimator is biased, but the HS estimator is unbiased. For-
mally, let w ¼ 0 in Eq. (33), which suggests that order flows are random.The spread is
0:0003, as before. The system is given by:
BSt ¼ -t
-t Bð1; 0:5Þ
DMt ¼ 1
3
BSt1  SPt
2
þ t
DMt ¼ 2
3
BSt1  SPt
2
þ t
t Nð0; 4 108Þ
SPt ¼ 0:0003
st ¼ Mt þ SPt
2
 BSt
ð40Þ
The results are presented in Table 4, in which the second row (.) reports the coefficient of
Eq. (35) and represents the proportion of the IC & AS components of the spread.
The standard deviation of mid-price returns is slightly greater than in the previous cases
(2:06 104 for tick-by-tick data, rising to 7:80 103 for 24-hour intervals). Thus the
ratio of the spread to the standard deviation ranges from 1:46 to 0:0385. The estimated . is16
close to 1
3
, which is the same as the setting, when the time interval is short. When the time
interval is longer than one hour, . becomes unstable, because in relatively long runs the
microstructure effects are weaker. While the HS estimator remains accurate, the new
Table 3 Two-period feedback trading
Tick 5-min 15-min 30-min 1-h 4-h 12-h 24-h
Midstd 103 0.200 0.514 0.815 1.12 1.57 3.11 5.36 7.58
CovðDMt ;BStÞ
104
0.428 0.428 0.428 0.429 0.430 0.427 0.427 0.430
CovðDMt1;BStÞ
105
2.14 0.00421 -0.00239 -0.00424 -0.00943 0.0472 -0.0322 -0.0317
The new estimator
Estimates 103 0.322 0.364 0.365 0.365 0.362 0.364 0.372 0.358
Relative estimates 1.073 1.213 1.217 1.217 1.207 1.213 1.24 1.193
Est-Std 103 0.000592 0.00291 0.00948 0.0193 0.0359 0.145 0.460 0.896
RMSE  103 0.0220 0.0641 0.0657 0.0678 0.0716 0.158 0.466 0.898
Huang and Stoll (1997)
Estimates 103 0.386 0.428 0.429 0.429 0.428 0.434 0.456 0.451
Relative estimates 1.287 1.427 1.43 1.43 1.427 1.447 1.52 1.503
Est-Std 103 0.000556 0.00299 0.00868 0.0180 0.0348 0.150 0.462 0.924
RMSE  103 0.0860 0.128 0.129 0.130 0.133 0.201 0.488 0.936
Roll 1984
Estimates 103 0.314 0.358 0.361 0.351 0.323 0.475 0.862 1.37
Relative estimates 1.047 1.193 1.203 1.170 1.077 1.583 2.873 4.567
Est-Std 103 0.000982 0.00507 0.0201 0.0646 0.176 0.471 1.06 1.74
RMSE 103 0.014 0.058 0.064 0.082 0.177 0.502 1.200 2.043
Corwin and Schultz (2012)
Estimates 103 -0.0116 0.0485 0.115 0.301 0.552 0.774
Relative estimates -0.0387 0.162 0.383 1.003 1.84 2.58
Est-Std 103 0.00452 0.00791 0.0168 0.0685 0.202 0.383
RMSE 103 0.312 0.252 0.186 0.0685 0.323 0.609
There are 500 replications. There are 432,000 periods, each of which represents 1 min, in each replication.
Data of each replication are generated according to the following system. The order flow is positively
autocorrelated. The mid-price return is drawn from a normal distribution of which the mean is zero and the
variance is 4 108, i.e. DMt Nð0; 4 108Þ. Order flows is positively correlated to past mid-price
returns. The probability of a buy (sell) order with positive (negative) net feedback trading is 65%. i.e. The
spread is fixed and equals to 0.0003, i.e. BSt Bð1; 0:65Þ if DMt þ0:5DMt1 [ 0 and BSt Bð1; 0:35Þ if
DMt þ0:5DMt1\0. SPt ¼ 0:0003. The transaction price is the mid-price plus or minus a half spread, i.e.
st ¼ Mt þ SPt2  BSt. Each replication is also sampled into longer time intervals: 5-min, 15-min, 30-min, 1-h,
4-h, 12-h and 24 h, and only the close observations are kept. Thus, there are eight subgroups for each
replication. For each subgroup, the standard deviation of mid-price returns, and the estimated spread are
collected.
Midstd is the average of the standard deviations of mid-price returns.
CovðDMt;BStÞ is the covariance of mid-price returns and order flows, which reflects the existence of current
feedback trading.
CovðDMt1;BStÞ is the covariance of mid-price returns and order flows, which reflects the existence of
lagged feedback trading.
The other settings are the same as Table 1 17
estimator underestimates the spread by 16.7 %, or half of ., as predicted in our earlier
theoretical discussion.
4.5 Both feedback trading and price impact
In this section, we investigate the performance of the two estimators in the presence of both
feedback trading (which favours the new estimator) and inventory control and asymmetric
information components of the spread (which favours the HS estimator). We assume two-
period feedback trading, as in Sect. 4.3, and we investigate two separate settings for .:
Table 4 Inventory control and asymmetric information components
Tick 5-min 15-min 30-min 1-h 4-h 12-h 24-h
Midstd 102 0.0206 0.0461 0.0798 0.113 0.160 0.319 0.552 0.780
0.333 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.328 0.312 0.247 0.200
The new estimator
Estimates 103 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.252 0.254 0.254 0.347
Relative estimates 0.833 0.833 0.833 0.833 0.84 0.847 0.847 1.157
Est-Std  103 0.000656 0.00305 0.00886 0.0182 0.0374 0.153 0.457 0.917
RMSE 103 0.0500 0.0501 0.0508 0.0532 0.0609 0.160 0.459 0.918
Huang and Stoll (1997)
Estimates 103 0.300 0.300 0.300 0.300 0.303 0.302 0.311 0.350
Relative estimates 1 1 1 1 1.01 1.007 1.037 1.167
Est-Std 103 0.000626 0.00312 0.00862 0.0173 0.0391 0.155 0.441 0.927
RMSE  103 0.000626 0.00312 0.00862 0.0173 0.0392 0.155 0.441 0.928
Roll 1984
Estimates 103 0.245 0.245 0.244 0.228 0.227 0.454 0.964 1.54
Relative estimates 0.817 0.817 0.813 0.760 0.757 1.513 3.213 5.133
Est-Std 103 0.000892 0.00683 0.0331 0.101 0.186 0.499 1.08 1.79
RMSE 103 0.055 0.055 0.065 0.124 0.200 0.522 1.268 2.178
Corwin and Schultz (2012)
Estimates 103 0.0912 0.0360 0.0286 0.219 0.477 0.716
Relative estimates 0.304 0.120 0.095 0.730 1.590 2.387
Est-Std 103 0.00442 0.00883 0.0167 0.0692 0.204 0.431
RMSE 103 0.391 0.336 0.272 0.107 0.270 0.599
There are 500 replications. There are 432,000 periods, each of which represents one minute, in each
replication. Data of each replication are generated according to the following system. The order flow is
drawn from a binomial distribution, i.e. BSt Bð1; 0:5Þ. The mid-price return is influenced by the past order
flow and a random shock drawn from a normal distribution of which the mean is zero and the variance is
4 108. Thus there are the inventory control and the asymmetric information components in the spread.
Formally, the mid-price returns are given by, DMt ¼ 13BSt1  SPt2 þ et where et Nð0; 4 108Þ. The spread
is fixed and equals to 0.0003, i.e. SPt ¼ 0:0003. The transaction price is the mid-price plus or minus a half
spread, i.e. st ¼ Mt þ SPt2  BSt . Each replication is also sampled into longer time intervals: 5-min, 15-min,
30-min, 1-h, 4-h, 12-h and 24-h, and only the close observations are kept. Thus, there are eight subgroups for
each replication. For each subgroup, the standard deviation of mid-price returns, and the estimated spread
are collected.
The other settings are the same as Table 1 18
one-third, as in Sect. 4.4, and a larger one of two-thirds. Thus w ¼ 1, g ¼ 0:5 and . ¼ 1
3
or
2
3
. The system is given by:
BSt 
Bð1; 0:65Þ if DMt þ0:5DMt1 [ 0
Bð1; 0:35Þ if DMt þ0:5DMt1\0


DMt ¼ 1
3
BSt1  SPt
2
þ t in Table 5
DMt ¼ 2
3
BSt1  SPt
2
þ t in Table 6
t Nð0; 9 1012Þ
SPt ¼ 0:0003
st ¼ Mt þ SPt
2
 BSt
ð41Þ
Table 5 shows the results for . ¼ 1
3
. As in the case of two-period feedback trading alone
(Table 3), the HS estimator overestimates the spread considerably: by 28.7 % in tick-by-
tick data and by rather more in time-aggregated data. In fact the numbers for the HS
estimator are very similar to those in Table 3; the price impact makes virtually no
difference. For the new estimator the picture is very different. The underestimation
associated with price impact offsets the overestimation caused by feedback trading. In
tick-by-tick data the new estimator underestimates by 9 %, but overestimates slightly in
time-aggregated data (by about 5 % up to four hours, and by quite a bit more at longer
intervals).
When . ¼ 2
3
, the simulation results are as show in Table 6. The HS results are very close
to those shown in Table 5. For the new estimator, the higher value of . reduces the
estimates, as expected. In tick-by-tick data the new estimator now underestimates by
25.7 %, and by 12 % in 5-min data and by 10 % in 4-h data, only overestimating at longer
intervals.
5 Discussion
Our new spread estimator, based on a trial-and-error procedure, was shown to perform
almost as well as the Roll, HS and CS estimators in ideal conditions of no price impact or
feedback trading (Table 1). A little-recognised weakness of the Roll and HS estimators is
that they are prone to overestimate the spread in the presence of (positive) feedback
trading. Our new estimator also overestimates the spread in the presence of feedback
trading, but by considerably less than the HS estimator does. Although the Roll estimator is
slightly better than our new estimator at high sampling frequencies (about 1 % in terms of
error), the Roll estimator is much worse than our new estimator at lower sampling fre-
quencies. With only current feedback trading, the overestimation bias of the new estimator
is only half that of the HS estimator in tick-by-tick data (Table 2). With lagged feedback
trading as well, the bias in the new estimator is even smaller, both absolutely and relative
to the HS estimator (Table 3).
In the presence of inventory control and asymmetric information components of the
spread, the HS estimator remains unbiased, because these elements are built into the HS
estimation procedure (Table 4). The new estimator and the Roll estimator, however,
underestimate to the tune of half of ., where . is the proportion of the spread19
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attributable to price impact. When both feedback trading and price impact effects are
present (Tables 5, 6), the new estimator and the Roll estimator benefit from the off-
setting effects of the tendency to overestimate in the feedback trading case and to
underestimate in the price impact case. The new estimator and the Roll estimator
therefore tend to outperform the HS estimator, which performs as poorly in this case as
in the pure feedback trading case. Furthermore, the new estimator outperforms the Roll
estimator at all sampling frequencies.
The CS estimator is not influenced by either feedback trading and the presence of
inventory control and asymmetric information components of the spread, but its estimates
are not consistent across sampling frequencies and are significantly biased. At low sam-
pling frequencies, the CS estimator has the lowest RMSE because of its low standard
deviation. However, as in Bleaney and Li (2015), if the sample size is large, the CS
estimator is outperformed even at low frequencies by the other estimators, whose accuracy
improves markedly with the size of the sample, whereas the accuracy of the CS estimator
does not.
An interesting point is that the spread estimates produced by our new estimator, the HS
estimator and the Roll estimator, all of which are unbiased under ideal conditions, are not
highly correlated in individual simulations. This means that an average of all three, which
is still unbiased, has a lower estimation error than does any individual estimator. There is
therefore a strong case for using several estimators in high-frequency data.
6 Conclusions
We have proposed a new bid-ask spread estimator based on the principle that the co-
variance of successive mid-price returns tends to be maximised at the true value of the
spread. A grid search or trial-and-error procedure for maximising this covariance over
alternative conjectures about the spread may therefore be used to estimate the true spread.
The information requirements are the same as for Huang and Stoll (1997) estimator:
transaction prices and trade direction. Theoretically it was shown that the new estimator
overestimates the spread in the presence of positive feedback trading (a rise in price
making a buy order more likely), but by considerably less than the Huang–Stoll estimator.
Price impact causes the new estimator to underestimate the spread, with a bias equal to half
the proportion of the spread represented by price impact. Simulation results confirm the
theoretical findings. Simulation results for the combination of feedback trading and price
impact show that the bias effects identified in the separate cases are approximately addi-
tive. This means that the Huang–Stoll estimator performs as poorly in the combined case as
in the pure feedback trading case, whereas the new estimator tends to perform better in the
combined case than in the pure price impact case, because the two biases offset one another
(assuming that feedback trading is positive).
Appendix 1: Proof of Proposition 1
Definition 3 Let A be a set of all conjectures of the true spread A ¼ ffSP1; fSP2;    ; fSPng24
Definition 4 Let B be a set of covariances of two adjacent conjectural mid-price returns
obtained according to the conjecture of the true spread B ¼ fCov1;Cov2;    ;Covng, where
Covi ¼ Cov½ eMðgSPiÞt; eMðgSPiÞt1.
One can find that sets A and B are one to one mapping.
Proposition 1 If there is no feedback trading, and no inventory control or asymmetric
information components of the spread, then the spread and its conjecture, and thus the
conjectural error, are serially independent or are fixed. If a conjecture of the spread fSPi 2
A corresponds to Covi ¼ maxðBÞ, it equals the true spread i.e. fSPi ¼ SP.
Proof The covariance of two adjacent conjectures of mid-price returns is:
CovðD eMt;D eMt1Þ
¼ Ef½D eMt  EðD eMtÞ½D eMt1  EðD eMt1Þg
ð42Þ
Assume the conjectural errors are fixed, expectations of errors are given by:
EðXtÞ ¼ EðXt1Þ ¼ EðXt2Þ ¼ X ð43Þ
and the exceptions of the multiplication of the conjectural errors are given by:
EðXtXt1Þ ¼ EðXtXt2Þ ¼ EðXt1Xt2Þ ¼ X2 ð44Þ
Furthermore, assume the expectation of the conjectural mid-prices is zero. Thus, the co-
variance can be written as:
CovðD eMt;D eMt1Þ
¼ E½D eMt  D eMt1
¼ E DMt þ 1
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2
XBStDMt1  1
2
XBSt1DMt1
 
þ DMt 1
2
XBSt1 þ 1
2
XBSt
1
2
XBSt1  1
2
XBSt1
1
2
XBSt1
 
 DMt 1
2
XBSt2 þ 1
2
XBSt
1
2
XBSt2  1
2
XBSt1
1
2
XBSt2
 
ð45Þ
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Re-arrange the equation further, we have:
¼ E DMtDMt1 þ 1
2
XBStDMt1  1
2
XBSt1DMt1
 
þ 1
2
DMtXBSt1 þ 1
4
X2BStBSt1  1
4
X2BSt12
 
 DMt 1
2
XBSt2 þ 1
4
X2BStBSt2  1
4
X2BSt1BSt2
 
¼ EðDMtDMt1Þ
þ E 1
2
XBStDMt1  1
2
XBSt1DMt1 þ 1
2
DMtXBSt1  DMt 1
2
XBSt2

þ 1
4
X2BStBSt1  1
4
X2BSt12  1
4
X2BStBSt2 þ 1
4
X2BSt1BSt2

ð46Þ
Because the variable BS is a binary variable (1 or 1), then:
EðBS2t1Þ ¼ 1 ð47Þ
Furthermore, because we assume there is no feedback trading, then:
EðBStDMt1Þ ¼ 0
EðBSt1DMt1Þ ¼ 0
ð48Þ
Because we assume there is no IC&AS components, then:
EðBSt1DMtÞ ¼ 0
EðBSt2  DMtÞ ¼ 0
ð49Þ
Equation (46) can be written as:
CovðD eMt;D eMt1Þ
¼ EðDMtDMt1Þ þ E 1
4
X2BStBSt1  1
4
X2  1
4
X2BStBSt2 þ 1
4
X2BSt1BSt2
 
¼ CovðDMt  DMt1Þ þ 1
4
X2  ½2EðBSt  BSt1Þ  EðBSt  BSt2Þ  1 ð50Þ
The right hand side of the equation is a quadratic polynomial of the expectation of the error of the
conjecture. For a given series, the first term on the right hand side is a constant. It is straightforward
that when the expectation of the error is zero (i.e. EðXÞ ¼ 0), the second term is zero. Further-
more, when EðXÞ ¼ 0, there is a global extreme for the right hand side polynomial, sym-
metrically, the left hand side of the equation CovðD eMt;D eMt1Þ is also at the extreme value:
arg max
X
CovðD eMt;D eMt1Þ ¼ 0 ð51Þ
When the conjectural error is zero, the conjectural spread is the true spread:
X ¼ SP fSPi ¼ 0 ð52Þ
Therefore the conjectural spread which maximises the covariance equals the true spread.
arg max
eSPi2A
CovðD eMt;D eMt1Þ ¼ SP ð53Þ
Q.E.D. h26
Appendix 2: Simplify Equations (16) and (27)
This section shows the detail of the simplification of Eqs. (16) and (27). Feedback trading,
inventory holding costs and asymmetric information costs are considered together.
Considering the inventory control and asymmetric information components of the
spread, the true mid-price returns are given by:
DMt ¼ 1
2
.SPBSt1 þ t ð54Þ
The covariance of the two adjacent conjectural mid-price returns is given by,
CovðD eMt;D eMt1Þ ¼ Ef½D eMt  EðD eMtÞ½D eMt1  EðD eMt1Þg ð55Þ
Assume the expectation of conjectural mid-price returns to be zero. Thus the equation
above can be written as:
CovðD eMt;D eMt1Þ
¼ E½D eMt  D eMt1
¼ E 1
2
ð. 1ÞXBSt1 þ 1
2
XBSt þ 1
2
.fSPt1BSt1 þ t
 

 1
2
ð. 1ÞXBSt2 þ 1
2
XBSt1 þ 1
2
.fSPt2BSt2 þ t1
 
¼ E 1
2
ð1þ .ÞXBSt2 1
2
ð1þ .ÞXBSt1 þ t þ 1
2
XBSt þ 1
2
.fSPt1BSt1
 

þ t1 1
2
ð1þ .ÞXBSt1 þ t þ 1
2
XBSt þ 1
2
.fSPt1BSt1
 
þ 1
2
XBSt1
1
2
ð1þ .ÞXBSt1 þ t þ 1
2
XBSt þ 1
2
.fSPt1BSt1
 
þ 1
2
.fSPt2BSt2
1
2
ð1þ .ÞXBSt1 þ t þ 1
2
XBSt þ 1
2
.fSPt1BSt1
 
¼ E 1
2
 1
2
ð1þ .ÞXBSt2ð1þ .ÞXBSt1 þ 1
2
ð1þ .ÞXBSt2t


þ 1
2
 1
2
ð1þ .ÞXBSt2XBSt þ 1
2
 1
2
ð1þ .ÞXBSt2.fSPt1BSt1

þ 1
2
ð1þ .ÞXBSt1t1 þ tt1 þ 1
2
XBStt1 þ 1
2
.fSPt1BSt1t1
 
þ 1
2
 1
2
XBSt1ð1þ .ÞXBSt1 þ 1
2
XBSt1t þ 1
2
 1
2
XBSt1XBSt

þ 1
2
 1
2
XBSt1.fSPt1BSt1

þ 1
2
 1
2
.fSPt2BSt2ð1þ .ÞXBSt1

þ 1
2
.fSPt2BSt2t þ 1
2
 1
2
.fSPt2BSt2XBSt þ 1
2
 1
2
.fSPt2BSt2.fSPt1BSt1

ð56Þ27
Re-arrange the equation further, we have:
CovðD eMt;D eMt1Þ
¼ E 1
4
ð1þ .Þ2X2BSt1BSt2 þ 1
2
ð1þ .ÞXBSt2t


þ 1
4
ð1þ .ÞX2BStBSt2 þ 1
4
.ð1þ .ÞfSPBSt1BSt2X

þ 1
2
ð1þ .ÞXBSt1t1 þ tt1 þ 1
2
XBStt1 þ 1
2
.fSPBSt1t1
 
þ 1
4
ð1þ .ÞX2BSt12 þ 1
2
XBSt1t þ 1
4
X2BStBSt1

þ 1
4
.fSPBSt12X

þ 1
4
.ð1þ .ÞXBSt1BSt2fSP þ 1
2
.fSPBSt2t
 
þ 1
4
.fSPXBStBSt2 þ 1
4
.2fSP2BSt2BSt1

¼ Eðtt1Þ þ E 1
4
ð1þ .Þ2X2BSt1BSt2 þ 1
4
ð1þ .ÞX2BStBSt2

þ 1
4
ð1þ .ÞX2BSt12 þ 1
4
X2BStBSt1 þ 1
2
ð1þ .ÞXBSt2t
þ 1
2
ð1þ .ÞXBSt1t1 þ 1
2
XBStt1 þ 1
2
XBSt1t
þ 1
4
.ð1þ .ÞfSPBSt1BSt2Xþ 1
4
.fSPBSt12X
þ 1
4
.ð1þ .ÞXBSt1BSt2fSP þ 1
4
.fSPXBStBSt2
þ 1
2
.fSPBSt1t1 þ 1
2
.fSPBSt2t þ 1
4
.2fSP2BSt2BSt1

¼ Eðtt1Þ þ E 1
4
ð1þ .Þ2BSt1BSt2 þ 1
4
ð1þ .ÞBStBSt2


þ 1
4
ð1þ .ÞBSt12 þ 1
4
BStBSt1

X2 þ 1
2
ð1þ .ÞBSt2t

þ 1
2
ð1þ .ÞBSt1t1 þ 1
2
BStt1 þ 1
2
BSt1t

X
þ 1
4
ð1þ .ÞBSt1BSt2 þ 1
4
BSt12 þ 1
4
ð1þ .ÞBSt1BSt2 þ 1
4
BStBSt2
 
.fSPX
þ 1
2
BSt1t1 þ 1
2
BSt2t
 
.fSP þ 1
4
.2fSP2BSt2BSt1g
ð57Þ
Let following symbols to represent some parts of the equation above, because we assume
order flows do not influence the mid-price shocks following parts are zeros.28
EðBSt2tÞ ¼ EðBSt1tÞ ¼ 0 ð58Þ
Because the variable BS is a binary variable and with a mean of zero, then:
EðBS2t1Þ ¼ 1 ð59Þ
P0 ¼ EðBSt1BSt2Þ
P1 ¼ E 1
4
ð1þ .Þ2BSt1BSt2 þ 1
4
ð1þ .ÞBStBSt2 þ 1
4
ð1þ .Þ þ 1
4
BStBSt1
 
¼ 1
4
E ð1þ .Þ2P0 þ ð1þ .ÞBStBSt2 þ ð1þ .Þ þP0
h i
P2 ¼ E 1
2
ð1þ .ÞBSt2t þ 1
2
ð1þ .ÞBSt1t1 þ 1
2
BStt1 þ 1
2
BSt1t
 
¼ 1
2
E ð1þ .ÞBSt1t1 þ BStt1½ 
P3 ¼ E 1
4
ð1þ .ÞBSt1BSt2 þ 1
4
BSt12 þ 1
4
ð1þ .ÞBSt1BSt2 þ 1
4
BStBSt2
 
¼ 1
4
E½2ð1þ .ÞP0 þ 1þ BStBSt2
P4 ¼ E 1
2
BSt1t1 þ 1
2
BSt2t
 
¼ 1
2
EðBSt1t1Þ
ð60Þ
Substitute above equations into Eq. (57), we have:
CovðD eMt;D eMt1Þ
¼ Eðtt1Þ þP1X2 þP2XþP3.fSPX
þP4.fSP þ 1
4
.2fSP2P0
ð61Þ
Equation (61) suggests that when there are IC&AS components and feedback trading, the
covariance of the conjectural mid-price returns (CovðD eMt;D eMt1Þ) is no longer a function
of conjectural errors (X) only but also a function of the conjecture of the spread (fSP).
Furthermore, because the true spread (SP) is certain for a given series, the conjectural
errors (X) is a function of the conjecture of the spread. To investigate the relationship
between the true spread and the conjecture of it, we re-arrange the equation to make fSP be
the only variable of the equation. Replace the conjectural error (X) by the true spread (SP)
and the conjectural spread (fSP), we have: 29
CovðD eMt;D eMt1Þ
¼ Eðtt1Þ þP1ðSP fSPÞ2 þP2 SP fSP
 	
þP3 .fSPðSP fSPÞ
h i
þP4.fSP þ 1
4
P0.
2
fSP2
¼ Eðtt1Þ þP1SP2  2P1fSPSPþP1fSP2 þP2SP
P2fSP þP3.fSPSPP3.fSP2 þP4.fSP þ 1
4
.2fSP2P0
¼ Eðtt1Þ þP1SP2 þP2SP 2P1fSPSPP2fSP
þP3.fSPSPþP4.fSP þP1fSP2 þ 1
4
.2fSP2P0 P3.fSP2
¼ P1 þ 1
4
.2P0  .P3
 
 fSP2 þ ½.P3  SPþ .P4  2P1  SPP2
 fSP þ Eðt  t1Þ þP1  SP2 þP2  SP
ð62Þ
We now discuss possible errors that if we still let SP Xð Þ which maximises the co-
variance between two adjacent conjectures of mid-price returns CovðD eMt;D eMt1Þ to be
the estimate of the true spread. Thus, the estimate is given by:
cSP ¼  2P1SPP2 þP3SP.þP4.
2 P1 þ 14P0.2 P3.
 
" #
ð63Þ
where cSP is the value of SP Xð Þ which maximises CovðD eMt;D eMt1Þ, and is the estimate
of the true spread. When there are no IC&AS components of the spread (. ¼ 0), no
feedback trading (P2 ¼ P4 ¼ 0), and no autocorrelated order flows (Po ¼ 0 andP1 ¼ 1
and P3 ¼ 1), the equation above becomes:
cSP ¼ SP ð64Þ
and thus,
X ¼ 0 ð65Þ
The equations above suggest that under the ideal conditions, Eq. (63) reduces to the simple
version of the estimator and in this circumstance, the estimator is unbiased.
Appendix 3: Errors of the estimator
Feedback trading
Assume there is feedback trading and there are no inventory control and asymmetric
information components of the spread, thus . ¼ 0, then Eq. (61) becomes,
CovðD eMt;D eMt1Þ
¼ EðD eMt  D eMt1Þ
¼ Eðt  t1Þ þP1  X2 þP2  X
ð66Þ30
where
P0 ¼ EðBSt1  BSt2Þ
P1 ¼ 1
4
E P0  BSt  BSt2  1þP0½ 
P2 ¼ 1
2
E BSt1  t1 þ BSt  t1½ 
ð67Þ
Because the covariance of order flows are usually very small compare to 1, it is safe to take
approximation that let P1 ¼  14. From (67) into Eq. (63), it becomes:
cSP ¼ 2P1SPP2
2 P1ð Þ
¼ SPþ P2
2P1
¼ SPþ
1
2
E BStt1  BSt1t1ð Þ
2  1
4
¼ SPþ EðBSt1t1Þ  EðBStt1Þ
ð68Þ
Inventory control and asymmetric information components
Assume there are inventory control and asymmetric information components of the spread
and there is no feedback trading, then Eq. (61) becomes,
CovðD eMt;D eMt1Þ
¼ EðD eMt  D eMt1Þ
¼ Eðt  t1Þ þP1  X2 þ .P3  ðSP XÞ  X
þ 1
4
.2P0  ½ðSP XÞ2
ð69Þ
where
P0 ¼ EðBSt1  BSt2Þ
P1 ¼ 1
4
E ð. 1Þ2P0 þ ð. 1ÞBSt  BSt2 þ ð. 1Þ þP0
h i
P3 ¼ 1
4
E½1þ 2ð. 1ÞP0 þ BSt  BSt2
ð70Þ
And Eq. (63) becomes:
cSP ¼  2P1SPþP3SP.
2ðP1 þ 14P0.2P3.Þ
¼ ð2P1 P3.Þ
2ðP1 þ 14P0.2P3.Þ
 SP ð71Þ
The numerator of Eq. (71) can be simplified:31
ð2P1 P3.Þ
¼ 2ð1þ .Þ2P0 þ 2ð1þ .ÞBStBSt2
þ 2ð1þ .Þ þ 2P0  2ð1þ .ÞP0. . BStBSt2.
¼ 2ð1þ .Þ2P0 þ 2P0  2ð1þ .ÞP0.
þ 2ð1þ .ÞBStBSt2  BStBSt2.þ 2ð1þ .Þ  .
¼ 2P0.2  4P0.þ 4P0  2P0.2 þ 2P0.
þ 2.BStBSt2  2BStBSt2  BStBSt2. 2þ .
¼ 4P0  2P0.þ .BStBSt2  2BStBSt2  2þ .
¼ 4BSt1BSt2  2BStBSt2  2þ ðBStBSt2 þ 1 2BSt1BSt2Þ.
ð72Þ
The dominator of Eq. (71) can be simplified:
2ðP1 þP0.2P3.Þ
¼ 2ð½ð1þ .Þ2P0 þ ð1þ .ÞBStBSt2 þ ð1þ .Þ þP0
þP0.2½2ð1þ .ÞP0 þ 1þ BStBSt2.Þ
¼ 2ðP0.2  2P0.þP0 þ ð1þ .ÞBStBSt2  1þ .þP0
þP0.2 þ 2ð1 .ÞP0. . BStBSt2.Þ
¼ 2ð2BSt1BSt2  BStBSt2  1Þ
þ 2ðP1 þP0.2P3.Þ
¼ 2ð½ð1þ .Þ2P0 þ ð1þ .ÞBStBSt2 þ ð1þ .Þ þP0
þP0.2½2ð1þ .ÞP0 þ 1þ BStBSt2.Þ
¼ 2ðP0.2  2P0.þP0 þ ð1þ .ÞBStBSt2  1þ .þP0
þP0.2 þ 2ð1 .ÞP0. . BStBSt2.Þ
¼ 2ð2BSt1BSt2  BStBSt2  1Þ
ð73Þ
Substitute the results of the simplification back to Eq. (71), the equation becomes,
cSP ¼ ð2P1 P3.Þ
2ðP1 þ 14P0.2P3.Þ
 SP
¼ 3BSt1BSt2  2BStBSt2  2þ ðBStBSt2 þ 1 2BSt1BSt2Þ.ð4BSt1BSt2  2BStBSt2  2Þ  SP
¼ 1þ ðBStBSt2 þ 1 2BSt1BSt2Þ.ð4BSt1BSt2  2BStBSt2  2Þ
 
 SP
¼ 1 1
2
.
 
 SP
ð74Þ
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